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WHOLE HUMANITIES CATALOG
August 1, 2003-July 31, 2004
This edi tion of the Whole Humanities Catalog—the eighteenth—is your comprehensive
source for the Kentucky Humanities Council's unique statewide programs. What's your
pleasure? Speakers who deftly combine scholarly insights with revealing anecdotes?
Kentucky writers discussing their works? A fascinating figure from Kentucky's past brought
back to life by our living history program (thereare five newcharacters this year)? Or maybe
a book discussion program?
There is truly something here for everyone. It is only with your generous and continuing
support that we areable to enrich this catalog with more quality programs every year. Thank
you, and enjoy!
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SPEAKERS BUREAU
^^ith fifry-one speakers offering more than one hundred talks, the Speakers Bureau is an
embarrassment of riches for those who love to learn about Kentucky history and culture.
New topics include Blue Grass racing landscapes, quilts and their makers, the bloody histo
ry of duelling, the splendidly simple lives of Harlan and Anna Hubbard, and Latinos, the
newest Kentuckians. For more exotic flavors, try talks on Japanese culture, archaeology in
the Holy Land, how we've learned to live with weapons of mass destruction, or the piano
magic of Eubie Blake.

Andwatch for theKEY IN^EMENTS logos—they indicate talks thatwill complement
Key Ingredients, a Smithsonian exhibit on American food traditions that we are bringing to
Kentucky. Between May 2004 and March 2005, Key Ingredients will visit Morehead,
Campbellsville, Princeton, Paris, Benham, and Maysville. It's tasty—don't miss it.
Speakers Bureau guidelines:

O Speakers are available to nonprofit community groups anywhere in Kentucky. This year
we are offering 220 reduced-cost speakers programs. Minimum audience size: 25 adults.

O A nonprofit organization is limited to two reduced-cost Speakers Bureau programs (or
one speaker and one Chautauqua performance) each year (August through July). The
reduced cost is $50 per speaker ($100 per Chautauqua).
O The Speakers Bureau is not available at reduced cost for classroom or student programs
or to college sponsors. It is available at full cost ($225 per program) to these groups and to
for-profit organizations. There is no limit on the number of programs a sponsor canpur
chase at full cost.

O Admission to Speakers Bureau programs must be free. (You may charge admission to
talks your group has purchased at full cost through KHC.)
O KHC pays each speaker's honorarium and travel directly. Sponsors are responsible for
overnight accommodations, if needed.

O All Featured Speakers will travel statewide. Those listed under More Speakers may, as
noted in the listings, restrict their travel to certain regions.
O Speakers Bureau funding runs outvery quickly. Please apply early, even for programs late
in the funding period. Application instructions and forms are at the back of this catalog.
O An assisted-Iistening device for people with hearing loss is available from the Speakers
Bureau. Your sponsor's packet will include instructions for borrowing it.
O If you have questions or problems, please call Cathy Ferguson at the Kentucky
Humanities Council, Inc., 859/257-5932.

www.kyhumanities.org
You'll find rhis catalog and much
more on our web site.
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Featured Speakers

DOING IT THEIR WAY
Harlan and Anna Hubbard: Art of Living, Life of Art
Experience the seemingly Utopian life of a20ch-century couple who went their own way—and
became famous for it. Bishop will use slides, readings from Marian's books, and video segments to
enhance his talk on the Hubbards, whose five-year shanty boat journey down the Ohio and

Mississippi, followed by four decades of self-reliant living in remote Trimble County, Kentucky,
continue to inspire 21st-century devotees. The talk will focus on Harlans painting and writing,

and Annas elegant flair for the art of simple living. Abibliography of resources on the Hubbards
will be provided.

• Half-inch VCR and monitor; carousel sUde projector with remote control, stand, and screen.

David M.

Bishop
Professor, Literacy Educarion
Northern Kentucky University
9766 Sullivan Road
Union, KY 41091
Home: 859/586-4904

bishopd@nku.edu

An Atmosphere of Mystery
How do geography and awriter's imagination work together to create a rich experience for mys
tery readers? In this talk. Bishop will focus on mystery writers who make the environment in
which their characters move a living presence in their stories. His favorites include Sharyn

McCrumb (Appalachia), Tony Hillerman (Four Corners region of the Southwest), James Lee
Burke (New Orleans and the Louisiana bayous), and Robert Parker (Boston). Other established
writers, such as Sara Paretsky (Chicago) and Dana Stabenow (Alaska), will also make appearances,
as will some talented newcomers. You'll leave witha book list to enrich your mystery reading diet.
• No requirements.

ADVENTURES IN COMMUNICATION
Kerosene Salad Bars

In this humorous presentation, Caldwell explores messages that have appeared on billboards, mar

1

quees, and business signs around the country Over the past rwenty-five years, her study of these
messages has yielded some hilarious examples ofmiscommunication. Caldwell will also discuss
how people in various parts of Kentucky have different words and expressions for the same
thing—and the confusion that can result.
• Lectern; microphone.

An Eastern Kentuckian on the Road: You Can't Buy Ice in Iowa

Venita
Caldwell
Associate Professor
of Education

Caldwell bases this talk on dialects on experiences she and other eastern Kentuckians have had

while traveling around the country People say the strangest things, or at least those who don't
understand their dialects think they do. Afriendly smile, Caldwell says, can make up for a lot of
misunderstanding. Audience members will have achance to share their own speech stories.
I Lectern; microphone.

Hazard Community College
137 Fox Lane

Hyden, KY41749
Office: 606/436-5721, x. 8033
Home; 606/279-3360
vdbcaldweil@tds.net
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REQUIRED READING
Recipe for Success: Women, Words, and Waffles
This talk will explore how and why contemporary women writers incorporate food preparation
in their novels, with special attention to how this reflects and extends traditional and contempo
rary roles for women. Delicious morsels from both serious and humorous novels from a number

ofgenres, including the speaker's favorite—mystery novels—will be on the menu. A reading list
will be provided. KEY IN&REDIENTS
H Lectern.

The Five Books Every Woman Must Read
Diane M.
Calhoun-French
Provost

Jefferson Communicy College
109 East Broadway
Louisville, KY 40202
Office: 502/213-2621
Diane.Calhoun-French@
kctcs.edu

This talk considers both fiction and nonfiction books past and present which have been critical
to the lives of contemporary women. Hear Calhoun-Frenchs choice of the five books every
woman must read, then be prepared to share your own selections.
I

Lectern

Mysterious Women
Women writers have always excelled in popular mystery fiction—from the golden age ofAgatha
Christie to modern-day authors like Kentuckian Sue Grafton. Come along with Calhoun-French
and explore why this genre has always been dominated by women writers and who some of the

best ofthem are—old and new. Be prepared to discuss your favorites! Handouts and reading lists
provided.
H Lectern.

CELEBRATING KENTUCKY CULTURE
You load 16 tons and what do you get?—Kentucky coal mine songs
Kentucky's coal-mining culture has produced many songs telling the tales, bitter andsweet, of life

in the mines. In this lively program of taped music and historical narration, Claypool will pres
entsome of the best coal mine songs. The performers, many of them sons and daughters of min
ers, include Merle Travis, the Everlys, John Prine, Loretta Lynn, and Jean Ritchie.
• Lectern; electrical outlet; display table.

The Derby: A Celebration of Kentucky and its Heritage
James C.

Claypool
I'roK Emeritus of History
Northern Ky. University
1004 Park Drive

Park Hills, KY 41011-1919
Home: 859/431-1341

jsclaypool@fusc.ncc

Claypool traces the origins and development of the Kentucky Derby, the worlds most famous
horse race and a powerful influence on Kentucky society and culture. He will use memorabilia
collected during his 40-year passion for the race.
• lectern: electrical outlet; display table.

Exploring Kentucky in Song
This program takes audiences on a lively journey to the cities and historical sites of the

Commonwealth. From the hills of Appalachia west to the sandy banks of the Mississippi River,
the music of Kentucky has helped shape Kentucky's history and define its people. This journey's
sights and sounds will be familiar ones and the story will illustrate the richness of Kentucky's
musical heritage.
H Lectern; electrical outlet; display table.
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HOW TO RUN A RAILROAD
Crossing Points: The Ohio River and the Underground Railroad
From Ashland to Paducah, fugitive slaves crossed the Ohio River in search offreedom. This talk
describes where and how they crossed and the obstacles they faced, including paid patrols. Coon
will emphasize the actitvities ofKentucky's free blacks, plantation slaves, and the American AntiSlavery Society.

• Table tops for portable displays.

War Mobilization in the Ohio Valley, 1940—1945
World War II brought large infusions ofpublic and private capital into the industries ofthe Ohio

Diane P.
Coon
Independent Scholar
and Writer

12603 St. Clair Drive

Louisville, KY 40243
Home: 502/245-5412

de2perrine@aol.com

Valley. These massive expenditures stimulated a fifty year boom in manufacturing that included
synthetic rubber at Louisville, aircraft engines at Cincinnati, fighter planes at Evansville, and the
nuclear diffusion plant at Paducah.
• Table tops for portable displays.

Finding Shoofly: The Humor in Historical Field Work
While searching the back roads and ofi^-road byways for the nineteenth-century traces and fords
used by the Underground Railroad, Coon had many humorous experiences and met many
delightful people. This talk highlights the fun ofher field work in Kentucky. It all began with
finding Shoofly.
• Table tops for portable displays.

TWO CENTURIES OF COOKING
Kentucky's Culinary Geniuses
Kentuckians have been cooking up a storm for more than two hundred years. Crowe-Carraco s

tasty talk will include vignettes ofKentucky cooks—some famous, some not—beginning in the
pioneer period and coming right up to the present day. She will also discuss the role of food in
the cultural history ofthe Commonwealth. Cooks she will mention include Camilla Herdman of

Bowling Green, Jennie Benedict of Louisville, and Colonel Hawks ofBardstown. And she will
cover noted restaurants such as La Citadel in Hazard, Moonlight Barbecue in Owensboro, and
Weaver's in London, and the culinary geniuses behind their success. KEY IN^EblENTS
•

Carol
Crowe-Carraco
Professor of History
Western Kentucky University

History Department
Western Kentucky University
One Big Red Way
Bowling Green, KY 42101
Office: 270/745-5728

Lectern.

Kentucky's Material Culture: Quilts and Quilt Makers
Kentucky has a glorious history ofquilt making. Immigrants brought this art to the state, and
soon women of all stations, free andslave, rich and poor, were making quilts for use and decora

tion. In the Sears Century of Progress Quilt Contest in 1933, six of the 29 finalists were
Kentuckians, and a woman from Lexington was the winner. In her slide-illustrated talk, Crowe-

Carraco will trace quilt making in the Commonwealth all the way back to pioneer days, and dis
cuss its important place in the social history of the state.
• Lectern; screen or blank wall for slide projection.

Home: 270/842-8804
carol.crowecarraco@wku.edu
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FASCINATING RHYTHMS
Ragtime & Stride Piano: Elite Syncopations, Fascinatin' Rhythms
Ragtime piano music swept the country early in the twentieth century. Domek, a ragtime pianist,
will explain and demonstrate why this fresh music so delighted Americans. In an easy-to-understand presentation, he will cover the musical trademarks of ragtime and its jazzy offshoot, stride
piano. He will also review contemporary reactions to ragtime.
H Lectern; microphone; a tuned piano of any type or description.
Eubie!

J. Hubert "Eubie" Blake lived a hundred years (1883-1993) and made the most ofit. As a pianist,

Richard
Domek
Professor of Music

University of Kentucky
Schoo! of Music

Fine Arcs 105

Universicy of Kentuclcy
Lexington, KY 40506-0022
Office: 859/257-1966

dicty@uky.edu

songwriter, composer, and entertainer, his contributions to American music were tremendous.

One ofthe most exciting pianists ofall time, Blake embodied the traditions ofragtime and jazz.
Domek will explore this fascinating musicians life and play some ofhis best-known pieces, in the
process revealing some ofthe keyboard "tricks" that helped make Blake's music so appealing.
H Lectern; microphone; a tuned piano of any type or description.

Euphonic Sounds: America's Ragtime Legacy
The Ragtime Era ended in 1917 with the death ofcomposer Scott Joplin, but ragtimes musical
mfluence persisted, showing up in jazz, popular songs, Broadway, and even classical works. Pianist
Domek will demonstrate the infectious and continuing legacy of ragtime inAmerican music.
B Lectern; microphone; a tuned piano of any type or description.

WHERE WINNERS LEARN THEIR TRADE
Racing Landscapes of Kentucky
The horse farms ofthe Blue Grass constitute some ofthe most widely recognized farm landscapes
in the United States. Most Kentuckians, however, know these landscapes only from photographs,
television, or drive-by observation of farm perimeters. In this slide-illustrated talk, Domer will

examine the components and workings ofhorse farms. They are complex cultural creations, ear-

fully woven into the Blue Grass landscape, that reflect both the practical necessities ofraising race
horses and the need to stimulate the interest ofconsumers—those who buy horses and those who
bet on them.

• Carousel slide projector with remote control, projector stand, and screen.

Dennis
Domer
Professor of Architecture

To follow the architectural evolution ofbarns in Kentucky is to follow the story ofagricultural
change in the state. Our barns have evolved in response to new crops, technologies, and modes of

University of Kentucky

transportation, as well as new ideas about barns imported from mostly European sources.

640 West Short Street

Transverse crib barns reigned in the 18th century. In the 19th, as crop yields grew, they gave way
to large central-hall barns. Both types proved to be perfectly adaptable architectural precedents for

Lexington, KY 40508
Office: 859/257-9835

dedome2@uky.edu
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Barns and the Evolution of Agriculture in Kentucky

the horse barns, some quite grand, of the 20th century.
• Carousel slide projector with remote control, projector stand, and screen.
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LATINOS: THE NEWEST KENTUCKIANS
Who are the Migrants in Kentucky?
Latinos are agrowing and increasingly visible presence in Kentucky. They come here to work, and
they do, in all sorts ofjobs, especially tobacco, horses, and other agricultural enterprises. But who
are they? Where do they come from and what are their hopes? In this talk, Earhart will address
basic questions about our newest neighbors. Anative Texan whose own experiences as a migrant
worker inspired him to get an education, Earhart now runs ashelter for migrants in Owensboro.
By interweaving his own stories with those ofthe recent arrivals, he will provide insight into anew
phenomenon in Kentucky culture.
•

Carlos
Earhart
Instructor of Spanish
Owcnsboro Community Coll^
U. of Southern Indiana
5707 U.S. 60 West

Owensboro, KY 42301
Home: 270/926-0591

carlton.earhari@apex.net

Lectern.

Understanding Hispanic Culture
When Latinos come to Kentucky, they bring their culture with them. In this talk Earhart will dis
cuss traditions and beliefs in such areas as education, religion, values andethics, and family struc

ture, with special emphasis on Mexican culture. Mexico is the home of most Latino migrants to
Kentucky. Other topics this talk will cover include the social, economic and political conditions
in Mexico and Central America thatdrive people across the border, and the various legal and ille
gal routes ofentry they use. Who are the notorious "coyotes?"
I

Lectern.

CENTRAL KENTUCKY'S FIRST HIGHWAY
The Rise and Fall of the Kentucky River
The Kentucky River has been an avenue of commerce since Indians used it to transport their
hunting harvests centuries ago. Early settlers shipped their produce to markets on flatboats, and
after the age ofsteam began, packet boats hauled freight up and down the river. Fourteen locks
and dams were built to allow steamer travel year-round, and then things fell apart. In this talk
Grier will cover the full story of the Kentucky River, right up to her present situation.
• Lectern; microphone; carousel slide projector with remote, stand, and screen.

Showboats on the Kentucky River

William F.
Grier
Kentucky Riverexpert
712 Cromwell Way
Lexington, KY 40503
Home: 859/223-1285

bgrier@insightbb.com

When they heard the screech of the steam calliope echoing from hill to hill, folks along the
Kentucky River knew the showboat was a comin'. At one time there were more than a hundred
landings and towns where showboats stopped to dispense a few hours of drama, comedy, and
music to an eager public. Grier will discuss the boats, the plays, the players, and the audience.
• Lectern; microphone; carousel slide projector with remote, stand, andscreen.

Memorable Places on the Kentucky River
Many towns, landings, ferries, warehouses, bridges, resorts, and other sites of commerce and
enjoyment disappeared once the Kentucky River ceased to be a main thoroughfare. Grier will
bring some ofthese lost places back to life—Mundys Landing, for example, the site ofa notori
ous murder.

• Lectern; microphone; carousel slide projector with remote, stand, and screen.
2003-2004 Whole Humanities Catalog
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LEWIS AND CLARK . . . AND YORK
Into the Wilderness: The Lewis and Clark Expedition
In this slide-illustrated talk Holmberg, who has studied the expedition extensively, will discuss the
eastern and western aspects of the Lewis and Clark Expedition. The bicentennial ofthis epic jour
ney to the Pacific begins in 2003. Learn about the important role Kentucky played in what has
been called the greatest exploration in American history.
• Lectern; microphone; carousel slide projector (Kodak) with remote, stand, and screen.

"I write to you without reserve": Letters ofWilliam Clark

James J.

Holmberg
Curator of Special Collections
Filson Historical Society

In an extraordinary series of letters written to his brother Jonathan over a nineteen-year period,
famed explorer William Clark did indeed write "without reserve," revealing much about himself
and his world. Holmberg will read excerpts and discuss the significance of the letters, which
include important information about the death of Meriwether Lewis and the fate of Clark's slave
York.

H Lectern; microphone.

I3I0 South Third Street

Louisville, KY 40208
Office: 502/634-8846
Home: 502/231-9167

holmberg@filsonhistorical.org

"A Notion about Freedom": York's Post-Expedition Life
York, aslave belonging to William Clark, was an important member ofthe Lewis and Clark expe
dition. He was the first African American to cross the country. After the expedition returned,
York's life, including a number of years in Louisville, is a tale of disappointment and tragedy. It
reflects the great chasm slavery created between two lifelong companions.
H Lectern; microphone.

CAKES, CAYCE, AND THE COLONEL
Finger Lickin' Good: The Story of Colonel Harland Sanders
Fried chicken king Harland Sanders was a native ofIndiana, but his rise to fame began ina lunch
room behind a gas station in Corbin, Kentucky. There Sanders perfected the recipe and prepara
tion technique thatled to the Kentucky Fried Chicken empire. Jeffrey tells the story behind what
may be the most recognized Kentucky name and image in the world. KEY INGREDIENTS
• Lectern; screen (or large, light-colored wall) for slides; display table.

Edgar Cayce, American Clairvoyant
Jonathan

Jeffrey

Few natives of Kentucky have left a legacy as peculiar or perpetual as that of Edgar Cayce. Jeffrey's
slide-illustrated talk will examine the life and significance of this Kentucky clairvoyant. Born in
Christian County in 1877, Cayce's career as a psychic produced 14,000 recorded psychic read
ings, numerous books, and an organization dedicated to his teachings.

Special Collections Librarian
Western Kentucky University

H Lectern; screen (or large, light-colored wall) for slides.

110 Riverwood

Duncan Hines: A Culinary Entrepreneur

Bowling Green, KY42103
Office: 270/745-5083
Home; 270/781-2873

jonathan.jefFrey@wku.edu

In this talk, Jeffrey explores the culinary odyssey ofDuncan Hines, a Kentuckian whobecame one

of the most recognized names in advertising history. A native of Bowling Green, Hines' name
appeared on products ranging from ice cream to charcoal grills, and it's still on the most popular
of those products—packaged cake mixes. KEY INGREDIENTS

• Lectern; screen (orlarge, light-colored wall) for slides; display table.
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SCANDALS GALORE
Political Scandals in Kentucky History
Political scandals in Kentucky are nothing new—we've had them for more than two centuries and
they have influenced the course ofthe Commonwealth's history. In this talk Klotter will focus on
halfa dozen or so examples, ranging from the pre-statehood Spanish Conspiracy to an 1890s sex
scandal to more recent misdeeds by our political leaders.
H Lectern.

Is Kentucky Southern?
Who are we? Kentucky issometimes mentioned as the first west, often called a border state, occa

James C.
Klotter
Professor of History
Georgetown College
State Historian of Kentucky
1087 The Lane

Lexington, KY 40504
Office: 502/863-8076
Home: 859/277-4572
FredaK@aol.com

sionally classified as Midwestern, and frequently termed Southern. In this talk, the State Historian
of Kentucky will look at what the South is and isn't, and then examine Kentucky to see whether
it really fits in the region or not.
•

Lectern.

Anatomy of a Mystery: The Cowhiding of Richard Reid
In 1884 a Kentucky judge entered the office of an attorney, who started whipping and beating
him. This event, which made national headlines, is just the beginning of Klotter's story. After

placing the episode in the context ofSouthern justice and honor, he will unravel the hidden mys
teries that eventually led to tragedy, and more national headlines.
B Lectern.

DIGGING IN THE HOLY LAND
The Quest for the Historical Jesus: The Theatre at Sepphoris
This talk will survey recent archaeological excavations in Galilee and their impact on the search
for the historical Jesus, with special emphasis on the Roman theatre atSepphoris (three miles from
Nazareth). McCollough, who is the associate director of the Sepphoris excavations, will explore
how this Roman artifact may have influenced the life and teachings ofJesus of Nazareth.
• Lectern; carousel slide projector with remote control, projector stand, and screen.

Death, Burial, and the Ossuary of James, the Brother of Jesus
Tom

McCollough
Rodes Professor of Religion
Centre College

Dept. of Religious Studies
Centre College

The recent recovery ofan ossuary (bone box) bearing the inscription James, the son ofJoseph,
brother ofJesus" has raised interesting issues about death, burial, and the status ofJames. This talk

explores the history of burial practice in ancient Israel and Roman Palestine, with special
attention to the secondary burial. McCollough will also discuss questions surrounding James,
including the recent theory that he was the leader ofthe community that produced the Dead Sea
Scrolls.

• Lectern; carousel slide projector with remote control, projector stand, and screen.

600 West Walnut Street

Danville, KY 40422
Office: 859/238-5249

mccollog@centre.edu

2003-2004 Whole Humanities Catalog
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PRIVACY: A BALANCING ACT
From Colonial Times to the Age of Technology: Privacy in the U.S.
Americans value their right to privacy, even though the U.S. Constitution does not explicitly rec
ognize such a right. As a society, we have struggled with balancing an individual's right to be left
alone with the need to collect information essential to maintaining public order. But this balanc
ing act becomes more difficult as new technologies makes it easy to intrude on the lives of oth
ers. Is privacy dying, or even dead? Are legislatures and the courts acting effectively to preserve
privacy. Moore will explore the development of privacy rights and look at what the future may
hold.

H Lectern; microphone.

Roy L.
Moore
Assoc. Dean/Graduate Studies

University of Kentucky
Collegeof Communicadons
703 West Main Street
No. 6

Richmond, KY 40475-1477
Home: 859/624-0931

moore@uky.edu

Banned!: Censorship in the United States from 1798-2002
From the Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798 to the Child Internet Protection Act of 2002, govern
mental censorship has a colorful history in the United States. Some fascinating characters and
groups have deliberately tested the outer boundaries of the First Amendment. Usually with reluc
tance, the U.S. Supreme Court and lower courts have stepped in to tell us what kinds of free
speech deserve constitutional protection—from flag burning to virtual pornography. Moore will
discuss more than two centuries of controversy over the First Amendment, and where the debate
maygo from here.
• Lectern; microphone.

TRACKING THE OUTLAW
Jesse James in Kentucky: Fact, Fiction, and Folklore
Few historical figures have hadas much impact on Kentucky myth andfolklore as the outlaw Jesse
James. In this talk, Prichard will discuss the Kentucky roots of Jesse and his brother Frank and
give an overview of the crimes attributed to the James Gang in the state. From the Russellville

bank robbery of 1868 to the Mammoth Cave stage robbery of 1880, Kentucky was second only
to Missouri asa field of operations for these notorious outlaws. Because Jesse James left his mark

onevery part ofthe state, Prichard can tailor his talk to focus onJames's alleged exploits ina spe
cific region
H Lectern; microphone; screen for slides.

James M.
Prichard
Research Room Supervisor
Kentucky State Archives

Kentucky Department for
Libraries and Archives
R O. Box 537

Frankfort, KY 40602-0537
Office: 502/564-8300 x. 347
Home: 502/633-6256

Famous Kentucky Duels
"Death before Dishonor" ruled the lives of Southern gentlemen for generations before the Civil
War. As a result, personal disputes were often settled at gun point. Many Kenruckians willingly
embraced this code of ritualized violence. More than forty duels were fought in the
Commonwealth between 1790 and 1867. Henry Clay was no stranger to the field of honor, and
Kentucky-born Alexander Keith McClung, the Black Knight of the South, was the most-feared
duellist ofhis generation. In this talk, Prichard will re-create an era in Kentucky history when the
Code Duello produced both heroic legends and bloody tragedy.
H Lectern; microphone; screen for slides.

jim.prichard@kdla.net
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A WORLD OF TROUBLES
Jihad, Crusade, and Today
To a Muslim, noword carries more negative connotations than "crusade," while "jihad" has a sim
ilareffect on Westerners. Where did the Muslim jihad and the Western crusade originate? In this
talk, aimed at increasing understanding, Reynolds will explore the medieval roots, divergent
development, and modern legacy of these potent concepts.
I Lectern; microphone; overhead projector.

Ireland: Origin of the Troubles
To many, the recurring violence in Ireland is an incomprehensible mbc offeud and religious sec

Burnam W.

Reynolds
Professorof History
Asbury College
Box 51

Wilmore, KY 40390-0051
Office: 859/858-3511 x. 2187

Home: 859/858-3246

burnam.reynolds@asbury.edu

tarianism. But the history of the conflict becomes understandable when viewed through the

events that brought the English to Ireland in the 12th century. In this talk, Reynolds will explain
how Ireland's modern troubles flow naturally from their medieval origins.
• Lectern; microphone; overhead projector.

Background on the Balkans
W^y are the Croats mortal enemies ofthe Serbs? Why do Albanians fight Macedonians? Where
will the violence erupt next in the volatile Balkan peninsula? Reynolds says the answers to these
questions lie in the distant past when the diverse peoples and cultures ofthe Balkans were formed.
In this talk, he will show how the lines of divergence in religion, culture and history in the late
middle ages lead to the woes of the 21st-century Balkans.
I Lectern; microphone; overhead projector.

LOVE IN A TIME OF WAR
A D-Day Tragedy: "Love you dearly''
In this World War II story, Ridenour dips into a treasure trove of 450 letters to chronicle a young

Kentucky couple's love. Its tragic end, recorded in the bereaved widow's diary, came on D-Day,
June 6, 1944. A son's emotional journey to "find" the father he never knew completes this
poignant tale.
• No equipment required.

From Pantry to Table: History, Recipes, and other Gifts

Hugh
Ridenour
Historian and author

1715 Stagecoach Road

Hear the saga ofthe Green family dynasty ofFalls ofRough and share Kentucky's culinary past
through an heirloom recipe collection rescued from the pantry of the Greens' 1839 mansion.
Carolyn Ridenour joins her husband for this journey into a bygone time when food preparation
required perseverance and talent and setting a fine table was a social necessity. Green family din
ing items will bedisplayed. KEY INGREDIENTS
• No equipment required.

Hanson, KY 42413
Home: 270/825-1533

treetops@spis.net

A Surgeon's Tale: Life and Death in the Orphan Brigade
As asurgeon attached to various regiments ofthe famous Orphan Brigade, Kentucky native John
Orlando Scott practiced his trade at numerous Civil War battles, including Shiloh. This talk is
based on articles he wrote about hiswar experiences and on scrapbooks he and his daughter kept
for half-a-century.

• No equipment required.
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LIVING WITH THE BOMB
Weapons of Mass Destruction and American Culture
The year 2004 will mark the 40th anniversary of the landmark film Dr. Strangelove: Or, How I
Learned toStop Worrying and Love theBomb. Share will examine the ways in which American cul
ture adapted to a world full of weapons of mass destruction—the Age of Anxiety.
I Lectern. If video equipment is available, this talk can also include a video component.

Birth ofa Nation: The Most Controversial American Film

Allen J.
Share
Instructor of History
University of Louisville
1711 Meadowgate Lane
Louisville. KY 40223-1113
Home: 502/429-5965
aIlen.share@louisville.edu

Kentuckian D. W. Griffith has been called the Father of Film. His most famous work, Birthofa
Nation, has never stopped generating controversy, mainly because of the racial stereotypes it con
tains. Share will explore the film as a reflection of Griffiths Kentucky background.
H Lectern. If video equipment is available, this talk can also include a video component.

Lexington vs. Louisville: Two Centuries of Urban Rivalry
This talk takes a look at the fierce, fascinating, and often amusing rivalry between Kentucky's two
largest cities. It goes ail the way back to the 18th centur)'.
B Lectern.

Dinner, American-style
Food is an issue in American culture. For one thing, experts say we eat way too much of it. Share
will examine our eating patterns and how they have changed over time. KEY INGREDIENTS
I

Lectern.

UNDERSTANDING JAPAN
Japanese Culture for Beginners
Japan is such a different place, says Slaymaker—how can we ever understand what is going on
there? This talk on factors that shapeJapanese society should be of special interest to audiences in
Kentucky, where the Japanese presence has grown dramatically in recent years. Slaymaker will
focus on historical events that are major points of understanding for the Japanese. Find out why
Edo, the Mejii restoration, sengo, and ampo carryas much force for the Japanese as the CivilWar,
Vietnam, and the 1960sdo for Americans. Slaymaker hopes you'll ask lots of questions.
H Lectern; microphone.

Douglas
Slaymaker
Japan Studies Program
University of Kentucky
971 Patterson Office Tower

University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506

Japanese Society: What Makes it Tick?
The intent of this talk is to demystify a different set of operating procedures—namely, Japanese
Society. Hierarchical? Exceedingly kind? Formal? Gift-giving? Oblique? Why do these stereotypes
work, and why are they incomplete? These are the questions that motivate this talk, which will
uncover some fascinating aspects of Japanese society, and help solve the riddle Japan presents to
outsiders.

• Lectern; microphone.

Office: 859/257-9139

dslaym@uky.edu
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WHAT DO EXPLORERS EAT?
Food along the Lewis and Clark Trail
In this talk Sohn will explore the domestic side of the famous expedition to the Pacific, which left
St. Louis in May 1804 and returned in September 1806. What did the Corpsof Discovery—some
30 people strong— eat during the 28-month trek to the Oregon coast and back? Sohn will offer
recipes used by the explorers and the Indians who assisted them. Historic foods will be updated
fortodays kitchen. If the spiritof ctdinary exploration seizes yourgroup, Sohnwill provide recipes
in advance so you can prepare an authentic meal or snacks for the talk. KEY INGREDIENTS
H No requirements.

Mark F.
Sohn
Television chef
and cookbook author

Professor of Psychology
Pikeville College
119 Honeysuckle Drive
Pikeville, KY 41501
Office: 606/434-2782
Home: 606/437-6467

marksohn@kymtnnet.org

P.S. I Love
The Hilitopi

Appalachian Foods: Defining a Culture
Southern Appalachia is a culturally distinct mountain region that extends from the Maryland pan
handle through West Virginia and Kentucky to the mountains of north Georgia. Thanks to the
region's severe topography and strong people, a unique and underappreciated regional cuisine
emerged. In this talk, Sohn will discuss Appalachian food and culture: stack cakes, soup beans,
biscuits and gravy, chicken 'n dumplings, applebutter, and other mouthwatering dishes aswell as
food-related topics like cast iron, corn, and can houses.
Should yourgroup wish to prepare a meal or snacks for the talk, Sohnwill assist you in choos
ing recipes from his award-winning Appalachian cookbook Mountain Country Cooking, also avail
able as Hearty Country Cooking. KEY INGREDIENTS
I No requirements.

THEY WORE A 'W'
P. S. I Love You: The Hiiltoppers
In October of 1952, the Hiiltoppers burst on the national scene when they appeared on Ed
Sullivan's widely watched variety show on CBS. On their sweaters the four singers wore a "W,"
which stood for Western Kentucky State College (nowWestern Kentucky University). Soon their
songswereclimbingthe charts. In this talk. Stonewill take a nostalgic look at the music and times
of the Hiiltoppers, a group many Kentuckians still remember fondly.
Lectern; six-foot table for display.

Just Bummin': Courtship in 1890s Kentucky

Sue Lynn
Stone
University Archivist
Western Kentucky University
1410 Clagett Avenue
Bowling Green, KY 42104
Office; 270/745-4793
Home: 270/781-2336

sue-lynn.stone@wku.cdu

Just bummin' was the phrase Lattie Robertson of Bowling Green used in her diaries to describe
her daily life in 1889 and 1890. For a young lady who had finished her education but was not yet

married, just bummin'—sewing, reading, napping, loafing and courting—was standard proce
dure, as Stone will explain in this talk on courtship at the end of the nineteenth century.
Lectern: screen or wall for slides.

Annie Fellows Johnston and the Little Colonel
An 1894 visitto Peewee Valley, Kentucky inspired Indiana nativeAnnie Fellows Johnston to write
her popular children's bookThe Little Colonel and its many sequels, most of them set in Peewee
Valley. Dressed in 1890sfashion and displaying her Little Colonel collection, Stone invites you to
visit Annie Fellows Johnston's world.
Lectern; sbc-foot table for display.
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FROM APPALACHIA TO ACADEMIA
Turning Obstacles into Opportunities: An Appalachian Upbringing
How does a child born in a two-room cabin in a Clay County hollow grow up to be a university
professor with a Ph.D.? In this talk, Thompson will tell how hedid it,with emphasis on the rich
ness as well as the difficulties of his mountain upbringing. Touching on topics that include
Appalachian history and customs, race relations, family influences, and education, this is an

uplifting story, spiced with humor and with lessons in life for any Kentuckian ofany age.
H No equipment required.

African American Families: Historically Resilient
Aaron

Thompson
V-P for Academic Affairs

Eastern Kentucky University

Myths and stereotypes have fostered many misunderstandings about the African American fami
ly. This talk will address some of those misunderstandings and pointout the societal influences,
positive and negative, thatshape African American famiiies.Thompson will use his own Kentucky
family as an example of theAfrican American family's resiliency.
I No equipment required.

172 Wildcat Drive

Richmond, KY 40475
Office: 859/622-1358

Aaron.Thompson@eku.edu

Four Steps to Living an Unbiased Life
Delivered in a fun yetprovocative manner, this talk takes an audience through a four-step process
of freeing themselves from unwanted bias toward those who are "different." Thompson has given
this presentation widely and it is especially popular with organizations and institutions that want
to expand the diversity within their walls.
• No equipment required.

THE TOOLS OF TRADES PAST
How We Used to Make a Living
Carpal tunnel syndrome notwithstanding, the high-tech tools many of use today are a lot less
demanding physically than the tools we made a living with in Kentucky's not-so-distant past. To
show how much things have changed, Tucker will bring along a collection of old tools—from
spinning wheels to hammer and tongs—and tell lots of great stories about them.
H Lectern; microphone.

Take a Feather from a Ground Hog: Eastern Kentucky Folk Medicine
Ernest M.
Tucker
Professorof History
AshlandCommunity College

1400 CollegeDrive
Ashland, KY 41101
Office: 606/326-2030
Home: 606/928-8125
ernie.tucker@kctcs.edu
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Tucker has interviewed thousands of eastern Kentuckians about how they treated themselves and
theiranimals when they were sick or injured. This talk will include not only the remedies Tucker
uncovered, but the wonderful stories that went with them as well.

I Lectern; microphone.

Homespun Humor in Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Kentucky humor has a country flavor which is hard to beat. Tucker heard these stories

from ordinary people who enjoy a good laugh andsee humor in most everything. Almost any sub
ject is fair game; religion, marriage, family, school, work (legal or otherwise), and play.
H Lectern; microphone.
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Kentucky Writers
Reading and discussing their works

RIVERS RUN THROUGH IT
Rivers of Kentucky and the GreatWater Cycle
David Dick has visited virtually all of the rivers of Kentucky, from theTug Fork of the Big Sandy

in the east to the Mississippi in the west. He and his wife, Lalie, wrote Rivers ofKentucky, one of
the states bestselling nonfiction books. Kentucky has more navigable waterways than any state
except Alaska. It has been said that "all the water that's here now was here in the beginning, and
all the water that's here now is all the water there'll ever be," but it's peoplewho give our water
ways their real meaning.
I No requirements.

David
Dick
Author; former CBS

News correspondent
P. O. Box 68

North Middletown, KY 40361
Home; 859/383-4366

ddick@kyauchors.com

Jesse Stuart: A Popular Biography
With the cooperation ofthe Jesse Stuart Foundation, Dick is writing a unique biography ofone
of Kentucky's most prolific writers. Stuart was a hugely popular and frequently misunderstood
poet, novelist, short story writer, lecturer, and teacher. Born in a log cabin in Greenup County in
1906, Jesse Stuart's life is an inspiring story of literary accomplishment and loyalty to his native

ground. His best-known works include The Thread That Runs So True, Tapsfor Private Tussie, and
Man with a Bull- Tongue Plow.
•

No requirements.

THE QUICK AND THE DEAD
Sorrowful Mysteries: Stories from Central Kentucky
Ellis will read from her book, Sorrowful Mysteries, which contains short stories that are setin cen
tral Kentucky and feature typically quirky Southern characters. Sorrowful Mysteries won the
Bumbershoot Award for new fiction in 1991 and was a KET Book Club selection in 2000. After

the reading Ellis, who has also won a writing fellowship from the Kentucky Arts Council, will
answer questions and talkabout the writer's life and craft.
• Lectern; microphone.

The Egyptian Book of the Dead
Normandi

Once, in the dark inside the Great Pyramid of Egypt, Ellis heard this question: "What's a nice

Ellis

course. She is the author of three books on ancient Egypt, including an acclaimed translation of
the Egyptian Book ofthe Dead. Inthis slide-illustrated presentation, Ellis will read from the Book

Writer

P. O. Box 51

Frankfort, KY 40602

Kentucky girl like you doing in a place like this?" Pursuing her passion for ancient Egypt, of
of the Dead and discuss the Egyptians' fascinating hieroglyphic writing.
• Lectern; microphone; carousel slide projector with remote, stand, and screen.

Home; 502/875-7956
neiiis@dcr.net
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WORDS AND PICTURES
A Poetry Reading
Hall, who served as Kentuckys Poet Laureate in 2001—2002, will read and comment on his poet
ry. He will also welcome comments and questions from the audience. Hall's work has appeared in
many publications and he has published several books ofpoetry, most recently The Mother on the
Other Side of theWorld.
H Lectern and microphone.

A Spring-fed Pond

James Baker
Hall
Associate Professor of English
Universiry of Kentucky

James Baker Hall is a photographer as well as a poet. Over the past forty years he has pho
tographed many of his fellow Kentucky writers, including Bobbie Ann Mason, Wendell Berry,
Gurney Norman, Ed McClanahan, and MaryAnnTaylor-Hall. This talk consists of a slide show

andcommentary based on a book andexhibition featuring Hall's portraits of other writers.
• Carousel slide projector with remote control, stand, and screen.

617 Dividing Ridge So.
Sadieville, KY 40370
Home: 859/234-6481

THE NEW POET LAUREATE
Anne & Alpheus, 1842-1882
Survant, who will serve as Kentucky's Poet Laureate in 2003-2004, will read from Anne &

Alpheus, 1842-1882, and discuss rural life in Kentucky in the nineteenth century. Anne &
Alpheus, 1842-1882, winner of theArkansas Poetry Prize from the University of Arkansas, is the
story of a farm and a forty-year marriage, told by a husband and wife whose voices evoke that

period of American history. It is book one ofSurvant's planned Kentucky trilogy.
I

Lectern.

Rafting Rise

Joe

Survant
Poet Laureate of Kentucky
Professor of English
Western KentuckyUniversity

Rafting Rise isbook two ofSurvant's Kentucky trilogy. In this presentation, Survant will read from
Rafting Rise and discuss its subject—life along the Rough and Green Rivers in 1916 and 1917.
The book recreates a world of log rafting and floodplain dwellers. Rafters, trappers, bottomland
farmers, giant catfish, and a river witch populate this portrait of a past that's not all that distant.
I

Lectern.

762 Minnie Way
Bowling Green, KY 42101
Home: 270/842-4511

OfHce: 270/745-5709

joe.survant@wku.edu
jocsurvant@insightbb.com
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REIMAGINING YORK
Buffalo Dance: York^s Journey in Poems
York, William Clark's personal body servant, was an important member of the Lewis and Clark
Expedition. Walker will discuss York's life before and after the expedition through original poems
written in York's voice. The program will focus on York's relationship with his wife, with Indians,
and with nature, and explore his desire to be freed from slavery after returning from the famous
trek to the Pacific.

H Lectern; microphone; carousel slide projector with remote control, stand, and screen.

Affriiachia: Redefining the Literary Landscape
Franl( X
Wailter
Poet and
arts administrator

A founder of the Affrilachian Poets, Walker will discuss the origins of the word "Affrilachia" and
assess the group's impact on regional literature. He will read some of his own poetry as well as
works by such Affrilachian poets as Nikky Finney, Crystal Wilkinson, Kelly Norman Ellis,
Bernard Clay, and Richard Navario Colon.
• Lectern; microphone; 1/2" VCR and monitor

1605 South Third Street #3
Louisville, KY 40208
Office: 502/562-0729

lwalker@kentuckycenter.org

THE FUGITIVE LIFE
Fingernail Moon: The Story of a Mother and Daughter on the Run
In January 1990, Janie Webster packed a few possessions and left San Francisco in the dark of
night with her six-year-old daughter. She was fleeing the city, and the country, to protect her child
from sexual abuse. They lived as fiagitives abroad for almost five years. Webster tells the story in
Fingernail Moon: The True Story of a Mother's Flight to Protect Her Daughter, published by
Doubleday in 1999.

Janie
Webster
Author

Asst. Professor of Geography
Eastern Kentucky University

A nativeof Lexington, Kentucky, Webster had been married to her high schoolsweetheart for
twenty yearswhen she discovered that her husband had sexually abused their young daughter. She
began divorce proceedings, but the court allowed her husband to have unsupervised visits with
the daughter, Ellen. After her husband was diagnosed with AIDS, Webster decided to take Ellen
and flee. In this talk she chronicles their existence on the run as they passed through more than a
dozen countries, establishing new lives in new places overand overagain. Webster says their story
demonstrates how good can result from the most difficult circumstances.
• Lectern; microphone.

3377 Commodore Drive

Lexington, KY40502
Home: 859/268-8538

fingernailmoon@juno.com
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MORE SPEAKERS
When you call these speakers, askabout equipmentthey may need, such
as a lectern, microphone, slide projector, or VCR. Day phone listed first.

BASKIN, ANDREW, CPO 1715, Berea College, Berea, KY 40404. Travel: Statewide 859/986-1430 andrew-baskin@berea.edu
O BereaCollege: Blackand White Together
O Lincoln Institute: The View from Berea College

BOYD. JOHN A., Department of Military Science, 101 Barker Hall, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506-0028.
Travel: Statewide. 859/257-6865. jaboyd2@uky.edu
O Kentucky in the Secession Crisis of 1861
O The Kentucky State Guard in 1861: A Major Player

BURNES, ROBERTA, 154 Hamilton Park, Lexington, KY 40504. Travel: Statewide. 859/225-3866. rosecott@appleisp.net
O Simple Gifts: Songs of the Shakers
O Seasons of Celebration: Ancient Origins of Traditional Holidays

CLARK, ROBERT S., 115 Wakefield Drive, Campbellsville, KY 42718. Travel: Statewide. 270/465-6261.
rsclark@campbellsville.edu
O Lincoln and Davis: Civil War Presidents from Kentucky
O Kentucky and the Great Depression, 1929-1939

CRAIG, BERRY, 409 Highland Street, Mayfield, KY 42066. Travel: Statewide. 270/554-9200, x. 6177; 270/247-8960.
bcraig@hcis.net
O Terror in the Air: Staff Sgt. Bill Hack Visits Flak City
O Kentucky Politics: Bombast, Burgoo, and Bourbon
GIFFORD, JAMES M., Jesse Stuart Foundation, P. O. Box 669, Ashland, KY 41105- Travel: Statewide. 606/326-1667.
gifFord@jsfbooks.com

O Appalachian Humor
O Jesse Stuart: The Man and His Books

GIGANTE, LINDA MARIA, Department of Fine Arts, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292. Travel: Regions 3. 4, 5.
502/852-0441. gigante@louisville.edu
O Disease and Death in Ancient Rome (with slides)

HENDERSON, A. GWYNN, Kentucky Archaeological Survey, 1020-A Export St., Lexington, KY 40506. Travel: Statewide.
859/257-1919. aghend2@uky.edu
O Dispelling the Myth: Prehistoric Indian Life in Kentucky
O Prehistoric Popcorn: Short Videos on Life in Prehistoric Kentucky
HERRING, GEORGE, Department of History, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506. Travel: Statewide.
859/257-7038; 859/373-9001. gherrin@uky.edu
O Vietnam: The War that Never Seems to Go Away
O The End of the Vietnam Syndrome

JACKSON-LECKRON,JEREMIE. Box 434, Somerset, KY 42502. Travel: Regions 4, 5, 8. 606/274-1200. dreamteachl@aol.com
O Becoming a Part of It: Familyand Nature in Native Spirituality
O The Grandfathers Speak: An Introduction to the Spirituality of the American Indian
JONES, LOYAL, 111 Forest Street, Berea, KY40403. Travel: Regions 5, 6, 7, 8. 859/986-3406. loyaljones@earthlink.net
O Appalachian Humor and Values
O Southern Religious Humor
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METZMEIER, CLARA L., Campbellsville University, Campbellsville, KY 42718. Travel: Statewide. 270/789-5242;
270/465-6104. claram@kyoi.net
O KentuckyWriters Trail
O The Hill Women of Janice Holt Giles

MONTELL, LYNWOOD, 3673 Gott-Hydro Road, Oakland, KY 42159. Travel: Statewide. 270/563-4373. Umontell@cs.ncc

O Kentucl^'s Haunted Houses
O Stories as Generational BondingAgents

NEWHALL, DAVID, Centre College. Danville, KY 40422. Travel: Regions 3, 4, 5, 6. 859/238-8754; 859/236-2880.

O Behind the Image on the Dollar Bill: The Real George Washington
O The Greatest Court Case in Modern History: The Case of Alfred Dreyfiis

PILKINGTON, BOB, 4307 St. Regis Lane. Louisville. KY 40220. Travel: Regions 3, 4, 5, 6. 502/459-5475. olgote@win.net
O The Clark Brothers: A Sagaof Pushing the Limits
O George Rogers Who?: Kentucky's Forgotten Hero

POPKIN, JEREMY D., Department of History, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506. Travel: Regions 3, 5, 6.
859/257-1415. popkin@uky.edu
O Black Revolution: The Haitian Revolt, 1791-2004

O Reading Holocaust Memoir Literature

PAULA RAINES, 1703 Oregon Road, Salvisa, KY 40372. Travel: Regions 3, 4, 5, 6. 859/621-1206. plaraines@aol.com
O Carl Jung: Making Visible the Inner World, Influencing the OuterWorld
O Psyche Speaks: The Power and Meaning of Dreams

SMITH, RHONDA L., Department ofHistory, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475 Travel: Regions 2,3, 4,
6. 859/626-9442. rhonda.smith@eku.edu

O What Did You Do in the War, Grandma?: Kentucky Women in World War II

O Horse Breeders, Hillbillies, and Hicks: Kentuckians in Popular Culture
STAEBELL, SANDRA L., Kentucky Museum, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY 42101-3576. Travel:
Statewide. 270/745-6260. sandy.staebell@wku.edu

O Carrie Taylor: Turn-of-the-Century Dressmaker and Clothing Entrepreneur (with slides)
O World Views: The Editorial Cartoons of Bill "Whitey" Sanders (with slides)

TOLZMANN, DON HEINRICH, German-American Studies Program, U. ofCincinnati, 806 Blegen Hall, Cincinnati, OH
45221-0113. Travel: Region 5. 513/556-1955. don.tolzmann@uc.edu

O German Heritage in Northern Kentuclty and Cincinnati
O Kentuclty's German Heritage

VAN WILLIGEN. JOHN, 660 Lakeshore Drive, Lexington, KY 40502. Travel: Statewide. 859/269-8301.
O Tobacco Culture: Historic Farm Practices in the Burley Belt (with slides)
O Biscuits and Gravy: Old-time Foodways of Kentucky Farm Communities
KEY INSREDIENTS

Speakers Bureau
Regional Travel Map
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Kentucky Chautauqua
Bringing History to Life
Five new characters this year
The Kentucky Humanities Council is proud to present
Kentucky Chautauqua, featuring historically accurate imper
sonations of eleven fascinating characters from Kentucky's past.
Five of them—George Rogers Clark, Anna Mac Clarke,
Grandpa Jones, Maxine Lacey, and Henry Watterson—are
making their debuts thisyear. A unique combination of educa
tion and entertainment, Kentucky Chautauqua performances

can be booked using the application forms on the inside back

• Chautauqua is intended for audiences of forty or more.
Please do not schedule for smaller groups.

• A sponsor who applies too late or desires additional
Chautauqua performances can purchase them at our
cost—S350 per program. You may charge admission to per
formances your group has purchased.

cover. Please read the instructions belowvery carefully!

• All Kentucky Chautauqua performances must be scheduled
through the application process using the forms in thiscatalog.

• KHC isoffering 150 reduced-cost Chautauqua performanc

• Please remember, you must contact the performer and con

es in 2003-2004. First come, first served.

firm arrangements for reduced-cost or paid programs before
submitting an application. If you don't, your program will not

• A nonprofit sponsor is limited to one reduced-cost
Kentucky Chautauqua program during the year. No excep
tions. The reduced cost is $100.00.

take place as you planned.

• Questions or problems? Please call CathyFerguson, Speakers
Bureau/Chautauqua Coordinator, at 859/257-5932.

Daniel Boone was already a legend by the time
of his death, and so he remains, but much of what Americans

think they know about him is offthemark. Neither a backwoods
bumpkin nor an epic slayer of Indians, Boone was an intrepid
explorer and natural leader whose actual exploits amply justify his
larger-than-life reputation. He played a crucial role in the explo
ration and settlement of Kentucky and the American west.

Scott New has prepared two programs based on episodes in
Boones Ufe. Please designate the oneyou prefer when booking.
Coming into Kentucky: Boone first seriously explored
Kentucky in 1769. In 1775, he led the expedition that founded
Boonesborough in present-day Madison County. This program
tells the exciting story of those early days.
The Court-Martiai of Daniel Boone: In 1778, Boone and

almost 30 of his men were captured bytheShawnees. He escaped
and led the defense of Fort Boonesborough against a Shawnee

siege, butafterward was accused ofcollaborating with the enemy.
This is the dramatic story of hiscoun-martial and acquittal.

WTiel Boone

Portrayed by Scott New
P O. Box 207, Cumberland Gap, TN. 423/869-9220
sbnew@wwgap.net
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ISe^v'George Rogers Clark, a tall, talented Virginian,
came to Kentucky as a surveyor, but it was as a military leader
during the Revolutionary War that he made his mark. In 1777
Clark won approval from Virginia governor Patrick Henry
(Kentucky was then a Virginia county) for a secret mission to
attack British posts north of the Ohio River. Clark's party—175
soldiersand a small band of settlers—set up camp on Corn Island
near the falls of the Ohio River in May 1778. The next month
Clark launcheda brilliantcampaign into present-day Illinois and
Indiana, defeating the British and their Indian allies and securing
the NorthwestTerritory for the young United States. Meanwhile,
the setders Clark had brought along moved from Corn Island to
the Kentucky shore, founding the city of Louisville in late 1778.
His war exploits marked the peak of Clark's career. Plagued
by debts, drinking and poor health, he spent his later years living
in Louisville. Overshadowed by his brother William, of Lewis
and Clark fame, he never got the credit he thought he had earned.

George Ro|ersCl^
Revolutionary
^^32-1818

Portrayed by Mel Hankla
106 Bunny Trail, Jamestown, KY 270/343-3081

melhankIa@kentuckylongrifles.com

Kentucky Chaulauqua: Bringing History to Life

Anna Mac Clarke didn't put up with second-class
treatment from anybody, including the U.S. Army. A native of
Lawrenceburg, Clarke graduated from Kentucky State College in
1941. Rejecting domestic work—the only job a black college
graduate could get in Lawrenceburg in those days^—she left
Kentucky to work at a Girl Scout Camp in New York state.
After the bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941,
Clarke volunteered for the Women's Auxiliary Army Corps
(renamed Women's Army Corps in 1943). Duringofficer's train
ing in Iowa, she led the successful opposition to a proposal to seg
regate black soldiers into their own regiment. At Douglas Army
Airfield in Arizona, Lieutenant Clarke made history when she
became the first black WAC officer to command a white unit.

And she made national news after her protest against segregated
seating in the base theater convinced the commanding officer to
ban segregation on the base.Just a few weekslater, Clarke died of
complications from a ruptured appendix. She was 24.

Portrayed by Haley S. Bowling
P O. Box 30, McKee, KY 40447 606/287-8555;

859/582-1339. haleybowling@yahoo.com
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Above all, Henry Clay wanted to be president of
the United States. Despite neverquite makingit—he ran and lost
three times between 1824 and 1844—Clay played a large role in
the history of his country, which he served as a Senator, as
Speaker of the House, and as Secretary of State.
Born and educated in Virginia, Clay moved to Kentucky and
set up a law practice in Lexington in 1797. Elected to the state
legislature in 1803, he took a seat in the U.S. Senate in 1810. For
more than fortyyears he wasa majorplayer on the national polit
ical scene, renowned for his oratory and devotion to the Union.
Slavery posed a great political and personal quandary for Clay. A
slaveholder himself, he advocated gradual emancipation and col
onization in Africa. He opposed extension of slavery into the new
western states, but argued Congress had no right to interfere with
slaverywhere it already existed. Attacking abolitionists in 1839.
hesaidhe would "rather be right than president." The speech cost
him the 1840 Whig presidential nomination.

Henrv clay
ilt

Portrayed by George McGee

2025 Longview Drive, Georgetown, KY 40324 502/863-8162;
502/863-9542. george_mcgee@georgetowncollege.edu

1777-1852
Kentucky Chaiitaiiqua: Bringing History to Life

iVew/
Louis Marshall Jones, better known as Grandpa,
was the son of Henderson County sharecroppers. Hard times
drove the family north to Akron, Ohio in the late 1920s. Jones,
who had a repertoire of songs learned from his parents and the
radio, won a talent contest that led to regular work on an Akron
radio station. That launched a career that lasted more than sixty

years. It was during tours with country music star (and fellow
Kentuckian) Bradley Kincaid in the 1930s that Jones developed
the Grandpa persona he used the rest of his life.
Jones wrote many of his most popular songs. Like many oldtimemusicians, hestruggled during the rock-and-roll craze of the
'50s—he toured Canada and tried his hand at early television.

Beginning in 1969, television brought Jones fame asa member of
the original cast of Hee Haw, which showcased his skills as a
vaudeville comic. Grandpa Jones was inducted into the Country
Music Hall of Fame in 1978. He never retired, suffering a fatal
stroke after a performance at the Grand Ole Opry in 1998.

Portrayed by David Hurt
2367 Sullivan Lane, Frankfort, KY. 502/875-7956;

502/223-0402. elkhorndave@hotmail.com
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^913-19%

Maxine Lacey and her tent show covered western
Kentucky like the dew. From 1940-1965, a dramatroupecalled
the Bisbee Comedians toured Kentucky and Tennessee, with
Lacey and her husband Leo playing leading roles. The company
spent most of its time in western Kentucky, where it put up its
tent in twenty or so small towns everyyear.
These traveling troupes were sometimes called Toby tent
shows because the most popular item in their repertory was the
Toby Show, which featured a stock character named Toby, a
freckle-faced rube who somehow always outwitted the city slick
ers who were trying to fleece him. The role of Susie, Toby's snag
gle-toothed girlfriend, was one of Maxine Laceys favorite parts,
but she also played every other kind of role, from romantic lead
to villain. Tent shows gradually died out as other forms of enter
tainment became more accessible, but for much of the twentieth

century they were the main source of theater for millions of
Americans, and actresses like Maxine Lacey made them go.

Portrayed by Dawn Larsen
657 Bugg Hollow Road, Gallatin,TN 615/451-3008;
888/335-8722, x. 2167. dawn.larsen@volstate.edu

\916-V99^
Kentucl^ Chautauqua; Brin^n^ History to Life

When Lily May Ledford was a young girl growing
up in a musical family in eastern Kentucky's Red River Gorge,
she wanted a fiddle so badly that she traded her most precious
possession—a box of crayons—for a broken-down instrument
that didn't have strings, tuning pegs or a bow. She eventually
became better known for banjo picking than fiddling, but that
old fiddle helped launch a career that brought Lilly Mayand her
Kentucky mountain music to a national audience.

In 1936, Ledford went to Chicago to perform on WLS Radio's
National Barn Dance. The next year her manager, John Lair,
assembled a string band featuring Ledford's distinctive banjo
style. Called the Coon Creek Girls, it was the first all-female
string band. In 1939, the group began an eighteen-year run on
the Renfro Valley Barn Dance radio show. That same year they
played at the White House for President and Mrs. Roosevelt and
their guests, the Kingand Queen of England. The king tapped his
toe in spite of himself The Coon Creek Girls disbanded in 1957.

Portrayed by Sandy Harmon
843 Watson Lane, Henderson, KY
270/827-2983

My May ledkrd
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During the 42 years he coached the University
of Kentucky basketball team, Adolph Rupp raised the game to
near-religious status in the Commonwealth. Basketball took its
place next to horses, coal, and bourbon as Kentucky cultural
icons. Rupp's teams won 880 games, four national champi
onships, and one Olympic gold medal.There was a flip side to all
this success—the team was suspended for the 1952-53 season
after a point-shaving scandal, and Rupp was heavily criticized for
taking too long to integrate the Kentucky basketball program.
Adolph Rupp grew up in Kansas, the son of immigrant farm
ers. He played three years of varsity basketball at the University
of Kansas, but neverscoreda point. He began his coaching career
in Kansas, but soon moved on to high schools in Iowa and
Illinois. The University of Kentucky hired him in 1930. Rupp's
genius for publicrelations and his team's winning ways combined
to makeKentucky basketball a statewide phenomenon, a point of
pride around which Kentuckians of all stripesstill rally.
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Portrayed by Edward B. Smith

209 South Miller Street, Cynthiana, KY 895/235-0225;
502/863-8042. edward_smith@georgetowncollege.edu
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Kentucky Chautauqua: Bringing History to Life

In a way, Miss Dinnie Thompson was ordinary,
a workaday person who was never rich or famous. But, as a rep
resentative of all those black Kentucky women who worked to
make a livingin the late nineteenth and early twentiethcenturies
despite prejudice and hardship, she is anything but ordinary.
Dinnie was born a slave in the household of a member of

Louisville's renowned Speed family. Her mother was a freedomloving woman who hid Dinnie away on several attempts to
escape across the Ohio River. They were caught every time.
After emancipation in 1865, Miss Dinnie worked for almost
thirty years as a laundress. Then, for twenty-six years, she was a
maid at Louisville's Neighborhood House, which helped
European immigrants adapt to American life. There she became
friends with a young social worker named Elizabeth Wilson.
Through their friendship. Miss Dinnie Thompson's extraordi
nary story has been preserved as a testimony to the memory of
thousandsof "ordinary" women like her.

Portrayed by Erma J. Bush
Scheduling contact:Juanita White, 10203 Cambrie Court,
Louisville, KY 40241 502/327-7885
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1857-J939

Sallie Ward was bom to the role of Southern belle
and she played it incomparably. The daughter of a wealthy fami
ly, she grew up in a Louisville mansion and, after attending a
French finishing school in Philadelphia, embarked on one of the
nineteenth century's most memorable social careers. Pretty,
quick-witted, unconventional, and spoiled, Ward enjoyed wide
spread popularity not only in Louisville but in fashionable haunts
along the eastern seaboard and in Europe. Her behavior could be
scandalous—she once wore bloomers to a Boston ball—but was

often trendsetting. She introduced fancy dress balls and opera
glasses to Kentucky, and wasone of the first ladies of high station
to use cosmetics.

Married

four

times—divorced

once

and

widowed

twice—Ward found time to hold frequent benefit balls for the
poor. Her doingswerehot news for more than half a century. She
enjoyed it all, and advised her family not to bury her until three
days after her death, in case she was just resting.

Sallie \Vard

QueervofSoaetY

Portrayed by Suzi Schuhmann
1310 Cherokee Road, Louisville, KY 40204
502/454-3042

1827-1896
Kentucky Chautauqua: Bringing History to Life

New!
Henry Watterson was full of opinions, and not a
bit shy about expressing them. When he did—in speeches, in the
councils of the national Democratic Party, and above all in the
editorial pages of Louisville's Courier-Journal—people took heed.
Henry Watterson's opinion counted.
The son of a Tennessee congressman, Watterson served the
Confederacy in the Civil War. Afterward, he advocated reconcil
iation—"bridging the bloodychasm." He became editor (and coowner) of the Courier-Journal when it was formed by a mergerin
1868. He held the job for 50 years. The strong views and pun
gent style of his editorials made him a national figure, and turned
the Couriermzo the best known regional newspaper in the coun
try. Watterson won a Pulitzer Prize in 1917 for editorials advo
cating U.S. entry into World War 1. He sold the paper in 1918,
becoming editor emeritus. He resigned the next year when he
and the new owner disagreed overwhether the U.S. should join the
League of Nations. (Watterson was opposed—the U.S. didn't join.)

Portrayed by Steve Ross
312 North Washington Street, Clinton, KY 42031-0171
270/653-2208 steveross@apex.net

Watterson

'^ebrand Editor
1840-1^21
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BOOK DISCUSSIONS
Free and easy
Reading and discussing goodbooks brings members
of a community together. The Kentucky Humanities Council
makes it easy for libraries (and other nonprofit groups) to offer
their communities book-discussion programs on Kentucky
history and literature.
You arrange the program, then we provide a grant of up to
$1,000 that covers book purchases, publicity, and honoraria
for discussion leaders. Here's how simple it is:
•

discussion leader for all the books, or up to four differentlead
ers. (However many you want, we'll help you find them.)
• Fill out and submit an application at least six weeks
before your program starts. As long as money is available,
properly completed applications areautomatically funded. No
cash expenditure by the sponsor is required.
• Publicize the program as widely as possible. Be sure to
submit your final report when it's over.

Choose four books from the lists below that will attract a

group of people (preferably at least 10) who'll read the books
and meet at regular intervals to discuss them.

For application forms and more information about KHC
book-discussion programs, contact Charles Thompson at
859/257-5932, or 206 East Maxwell, Lexington, KY 40508.

• Find college teachers or other scholars familiar with the
books to lead the discussion sessions. You can have the same

Just the Facts; Kentucky History, Biography, and Autobiography
ClearSprings: A Family Story Bobbie Ann Mason. The renowned author's story of how she became a writer.
Daniel Boone: AnAmerican Life, Michael A. Lofaro. Thirty years of research illuminates this new biography.
Elvis Presley, Bobbie Ann Mason. A fellow Southerner's concise, sympathetic look at Presley, a small
town boy consumed by the cultural firestorm he ignited.
Henry Clay: Statesmanfor the Union, RobertVincent Remini. A life of the great politician.
How the West was Lost: The Transformation ofKentuckyfrom Daniel Boone to Henry Clay, Stephen
Aron. From the clash of Indian and European cultures, the "settled" Kentucky of the 1800s emerges.
Lincoln ofKentucky, Lowell Harrison. The story of Lincoln's lifelong, and often difficult, relationship
with his native state.

Modern Medea: A Family Story ofSlavery and Child Murderfrom the OldSouth, Steven Weisenburger. A
prize-winning history of the event that inspired Toni Morrison's Beloved.
No Heroes: A Memoir of Coming Home, Chris Offutt. A chronicle of a writer's return to Kentucky.
Songs ofLife and Grace, Linda Scott DeRosier. An eastern Kentuckian tells her parents' love story.
The Unsettling ofAmerica: Culture and Agriculture, Wendell Berry. Explores the web-like connections
between people and the land.
The Wall Between, Anne Braden. The story of Louisville civil rights activists Anne and Carl Braden.

The Way We Were: Historical Fiction about Kentucky
Anne &Alpheus 1842-1882, Joe Survant. Monologues between a frontier man and woman.
Feather Crowns, Bobbie Ann Mason. The birth and fate of Kentucky quintuplets in 1900.
Hacey Miller, James Sherburne. An emancipationist works on the underground railroad.
Hunter's Horn, Harriette Simpson Arnow. Mountaineer lifeduring the Great Depression.
None ShallLook Back, Caroline Gordon. A CivilWar novel with agrarian themes.
Run Me a River, Janice Holt Giles. A Green River adventure set in 1861, the first year of the Civil War.
The Dollmaker, Harriette Simpson Arnow. Masterwork tracing a woman's journey from rural Kentucky
to Detroit.

The Great Meadow, Elizabeth Madox Roberts. Recounts the heroism of the Kentucky pioneer.
World Enough and Time, Robert Penn Warren. A modern retelling of a notorious 1820s murder.
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Fiction and Poetry: Classics by Kentuckians
A Garden in Kentucky, Jane Gentry. A cycle of poems exploring the marvels of existence.
Corre^dora, Gayl Jones. Classic novel of a blues singer haunted by slavery.
Famous People / Have Known, Ed McClanahan. A funny writer's riotous memoirs.
Helland Ohio: Stories ofSouthern Appalachia, Chris Holbrook. Stories of the complexities of life in
eastern Kentucky
Kinfolks: The Wilgus Stories, Gurney Norman. Classic stories about growing up in eastern Kentucky.
Lawrence Booth's Book of Visions, Maurice Manning. Postmodern poems of rural Kentucky.
Out ofthe Woods. Chris Ofiiitt. Short stories of the conflicts of home.
River ofEarth, James Still. Classic novel about the struggles of a mountain family in the 1930s.
Shiloh and Other Stories, Bobbie Ann Mason. Celebrated collection about western Kentuckians

in the throes of change.
The Memory of OldJack, Wendell Berry. On the day he dies, a 92-year-old man recalls his past.
Yates Paul: His GrandFlights, His Toolings, James Baker Hall. Comic coming-of-age novel.
Hot off the Press: Recent Books and Best Sellers
Affrilachia, Frank X. Walker. Poems about the search for history and identity.
A Parchment ofLeaves, Silas House. Story of an Appalachian family in turmoil in 1917.
From theMountain, From the Valley: New and Collected Poems, James Still. Representative poems by an
Applachian master.
Home and Beyond, Morris A. Grubbs, ed. An anthologyof Kentucky short stories, 1945-2000.
Judge: A Novel, Dwight Allen. A novel tracing the tumultuous aftermath of a Louisville judge's death.
Keeping theFaith:A Skeptics Journey, Fenton Johnson. Memoir of a spiritual homecoming.
Miss America Kissed Caleb, Billy C. Clark. Heartbreaking and comicAppalachian tales.
Prodigal Summer, Barbara Kingsolver. An ecological novel set in southern Appalachia.
Rafting Rise, Joe Survant. A vivid tale of life along the Green and Rough rivers in 1916-1917
TheWorld is Round, Nikki Finney. Poems and stories in an eclectic and universal chorus of voices.
Transgressions, Sallie Bingham. Short stories of timeless conflicts of the heart.
Ultima Thule, Davis McCombs. Poems inspired by Mammoth Cave and the landscape above it.
Water Street, Crystal E. Wilkinson. A second collection of short stories by the Lexington writer.
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New Books for New Readers
New Books for New Readers have made it easier for

thousands of adult literacy students to enter the wonder
ful world of reading. These books, which cover topics of
adult interest in language simple enough for beginning
readers, have been distributed free to libraries and litera

cy centers all over Kentucky.

• New Books book-discussion programs are designed
for reading students and their tutors. These are our most
popular book-discussion programs.

• Kentucky Folkbre
• HistoryMysteries
• Why Work?
•

Choices

• Women Who Made a Difference
• Home Voices

• Three Kentucky Tragedies
• Kentuckians Before Boone
• Kentucky Ghosts
• Heartwood

and, with their tutors, meet with a scholar to discuss the

• Kentucky HomePlace
• Fights for Rights

books. Any two New Books can be used for a program.

• Into the Wilderness

•

Students read two books chosen from the list here
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HOW TO APPLY FOR A PROGRAM
1. Contact your selected speaker or Chautauqua performer at least four weeks before your
program date to find out if he or she will be available to calk to your group. You must
contact your presenter before applying to KHC. If you don't, your program will not take
place as you planned.

2. Apply for funding by completing one of the application forms in this catalog (one
form per program—do not double up) and returning it to the Council office. Send the
application to the Council, along with the booking fee ($50 for a speaker, $100 for
Chautauqua), at least twoweeks before yourscheduled program. Presenters not listed in this
catalog may also qualify for funding with advance KHC approval. Call the Council office
for information.

3. Await notification from the Council that your program has been approved.

4. Send a confirmation form to your presenter. KHC will pay the presenter's honorarium,
mileage, and meals. Sponsors are responsible for lodging, if needed.

5. Sign the confirmation form and the certification form and return them to the Council
within two weeks of receipt. This is your contract with us.
Tips for a successful Speakers Bureau or Chautauqua program:

• Publicize your program effectively. Feel free to duplicate any partof this catalog for use in
your publicity efforts. (Kentucky Chautauqua programs will include a publicity kit.) A few
publicitysu^estions:
•
•
•
•
•

Send news releases to newspapers and radio and television stations
Send a newsletter announcing the program to members of your group
Post flyers in prominent community locations
Send notices to any mailing lists you can get
Arrange a telephone publicity campaign

• Sponsors of Kentucky Humanities Council presentations must acknowledge Council
support in all publicity materials and event programs. Printed credits should read, "This
program was funded in part by the Kentucky Humanities Council, Inc. and the National
Endowment for the Humanities." Wewill supply camera-ready copies of the KHC logo.
H Confirm again. One week before your program, call the presenter to review the
arrangements.

• Remember, the presenter may have a long drive, so please put the KHC presentation
before the business part of your agenda, especially at evening events.
• When you introduce yourpresenter, besure to acknowledge the suppon of the Kentucky
Humanities Council, Inc. and the regional underwriter in yourarea (see page 1 of catalog).
• Immediately after your program takes place, send in the evaluation form.
•
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KHC will pay the presenter directly.
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2003-2004 Speakers/Chautauqua Application

2003-2004 Speakers/Chautauqua Application

(Please include booking fee)

(nease include booMng fee)

Nonprofit community group requesting program:

Nonprofit community group requesting program;

Estimated audience (40 minimum for Chautauqua):

Estimated audience (40 minimum for Chautauqua):

Name of Program Coordinator:

Name of Program Coordinator:

Address:

Address:

Phone:

Phone:

Signature:

Signature:

Speaker or Chautauqua Performer Requested:

Speaker or Chautauqua Performer Requested:

Speaker's Topic:

Speaker's Topic:

Date & Time:

Date & Time:

Location (Street Address or Building, and Town):

Location (Street Address or Building, and Town):

IMPORTANT—PLEIASE NOTE: Have you confirmed these
arrangements with your presenter? If not, you must do so before
applying to KHC!

IMPORTANT—PLEASE NOTE: Have you confirmed these
arrangements with your presenter? If not, you must do so before
applying to KHC!

BOOKING FEE: A booking fee ($50 for speakers, $100 for
Chautauqua) must accompany this application. Fill out one
application per program—do not double up.

BOOKING FEE: A booking fee ($50 for speakers, $100 for
Chautauqua) must accompany this application. Fill out one
application per program—do not double up.

LIMIT: A total of two (2) reduced-cost programs, including no
more than one (I) Chautauqua character, per sponsor per year.
Presenters in this catalog may be scheduled for dates through
July 31, 2004.

LIMIT: A total of two (2) reduced-cost programs, including no
more than one (1) Chautauqua character, per sponsor per year.
Presenters in this catalog may be scheduled for dates through
July 31, 2004.

Return this form, with booking fee, to:

Return this form, with booking fee, to:

Kentucky Humanities Council, Inc.

Kentucky Humanities Council, Inc.

206 East Maxwell Street

206 East Maxwell Street

Lexington, KY 40508-2613

i

Lexington, KY 40508-2613

University of Kentucky

Kentucky Humanities Council Inc.

Lexington, KY 40506-0315

206 East Maxwell Street

859/257-5932

Karen Carothers, Owensboro, Chair

Board of Directors

Edward de Rosset, Barbourville Secretary-Treasurer

John S. Bolin, Berea, Vice Chair

Morris A. Grubbs, Columbia, Executive Committee

Anita H. Donaldson, Louisville, Executive Committee

Ben R. Brewer, Louisville

John W. Scott, Pikeville, Executive Committee
Nancy Baird, Bowling Green
James Duane Bolin, Murray
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Ernestine Hall, Louisville

William G. Kimbrell Jr., Lexington
Virginia Landreth-Etherton, Clearfield
James S. Parker, Lexington
Sanford Parker, Maysville
William C. Parker, Lexington
Stephen M. Ruschell, Lexington
Harold Shoaf, Louisville

Teresa Tedder, Campbellsville
Scott Vander Ploeg, Madisonville
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Virginia G. Smith, Executive Director
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